
Student Collusion:
The Problem and Prevention

What isstudent collusion?

What’s the differencebetween student 
collusion and ethical collaboration?

Ethical Collaboration: Student Collusion:

Student collusion is unauthorized 
collaboration on work meant for 
individual assessment. 



Collusion isn’t always intended, but its 
appearance resembles plagiarism. 
Collusion is more prevalent than 
plagiarism because students are not 
clear on the definition and boundaries 
of collusion.

When students are instructed 

to work together on a project assessed for 

a group effort. When students work together 
but produce original, unique assignments.

When a group of students work on a piece 

for one individual. When a group of students 
divide and complete an assignment intended 
for individual assessment.

Appearances
identical work

Group work where 
studentsare instructed 

to worktogether and be 
assessedfor a group effort

Group work that 
producesoriginal 
assignments foreach 
student involved

Group work on a 
piece ofwork for 
one individual

Group work whereby 
anassignment intended 
forindividual assessment 
is dividedamidst the 
group individuals

Plagiarism

Verbatim copying 

with no attribution

Recycling work

Ghostwriting

Contract cheating

Collusion

Group work on a piece of 
work for one individual

Group work whereby an 
assignment for individual 
assessment is divided 

by group



What can you doto prevent student collusion?

How can Turnitin solutions helpprevent 
student collusion?

Learn more about how Turnitin can helpyour institution 
prevent student collusion.

Addressing student collusion is a teachable moment. Students, because they do not realize 
student collusion is unethical, may readily admit to group work that crosses the line.

Turnitin provides instructors the option to check assignments against three 
different databases of student work:
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Get in touch with your local Turnitin consultant: go.turnitin.com/en_us/consultation

Our global student papers database, 20 years in the making, searches assignments 
that have been submitted to Turnitin

An optional institution repository searches assignments submitted by students from 
your institution

An optional consortia repository searches assignments submitted by students from 
any institution in your consortia
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You can:

Help students understand collusion

Improve their skills and confidence

Increase the difficulty of collusion by 
crafting collusion-resistant assignments
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